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Introduction
•
•
•
•

Experiments and Results

Polymers -- 350 million tones produced per year but only 20 % are recycled.
Polymer sorting by combine hyperspectral imaging and artificial neural network.
Already be able to classify normal polymers such as PE,PP,PET and PEF.
New neural networks are needed to be integrated and tested.

• Test the influence of different Optimizers Adam and SGD on HRNet and
HRNet+OCR.
• Compare HRNet with Deep Res U Net and U Net++ on two datasets.
• Test the influence of different preprocessing methods Logarithmic Derivative and
Hyper Hue on HRNet

Materials and Methods
• GenNet -- a modular neural network structure that can classify normal
polymers.
• New neural network – HRNet and HRNet+OCR
• Two hyperspectral datasets – PET-PEF-CP-shaped and Plasitcs.
• PET-PEF-CP-shaped dataset has six classes: PET, PEF, PET bottle, PEF bottle,
6% co-polymer and 11% co-polymer
• Plasitcs dataset has four classes: PET, PEF, PP and PE
• Two preprocessing methods: Logarithmic Derivative and Hyper Hue

Abstract

To sort different types of polymers, a
modular neural network structure
GenNet which can classify normal
polymers such as PET and PEF was
developed. Two new neural networks
HRNet+OCR which achieved the highest
IOU value 84.5% on semantic
segmentation of public dataset
Cityscapes, and HRNet is integrated to
GenNet. But HRNet and HRNet+OCR can’t
provide better performance than Deep
Res U-Net. They confuse flakes and object
made in the same material and the Adam
Optimizer can improve the performance.

Figure 5. Prediction on PET-PEFCP-shaped dataset from HRNet
trained with SGD Optimizer.

Figure 7. Prediction on PET-PEFCP-shaped dataset from HRNet
trained with Adam Optimizer.

Figure 9. Confusion matrix of
HRNet+OCR on PET-PEF-CPshaped dataset

Experiments and Results

Figure 1. The structure of HRNet. HRNet will aggregate the

• Adam Optimizer will provide HRNet and HRNet+OCR a better performance.
• Deep Res U-Net provide the best performance on both Plastics and PET-PEF-CPshaped datasets.
• Datasets preprocessed by Logarithmic Derivative achieved better performance
from HRNet than Hyper-Hue.
• HRNet+OCR has a little better performance than HRNet when using Adam
Optimizer.
• HRNet, HRNet+OCR and U Net++ have the same problem of confusing flakes and
objects made in the same material

output representations at four different resolutions, and then
use a 1X1 convolutions to fuse these representations.

Materials and Methods

Table 1. F1 score and Mean IOU from different neural network with different optimizers Adam and SGD on datasets PETPEF-CP-shaped. Plastics-hh, Plastics-hhi and Plastics-hhs are raw Plastics dataset preprocessed by Hyper-Hue. Plastics-hhi
was added withadditional intensity information and Plastics-hhs was added with additional saturation information.

Figure 2. Hyperspectral data cube
representation

Conclusions

Figure 3. Ground truth image of testing set of PET-PEF-CPshaped dataset. The green class is PET, and the yellow class is
PET bottle, the red class is PEF, the blue is PEF bottle, the
white class is 6% co-polymer, and the orange class is 11% copolymer.
.

Figure 4. Ground truth image of the testing set of Plastics
dataset and the color map of classes. The ground truth
image and its label are the same as Plastics-hh, Plasticshhi, Plastics-hhs datasets.
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• HRNet and HRNet+OCR can learning the hyperspectral data but may not be the
best choice for learning hyperspectral data, and Deep Res U-Net is good at it.
• Logarithmic Derivative is more suitable to preprocess the hyperspectral data for
training the HRNet and HRNet+OCR, and Intensity could be important information
for HRNet and HRNet+OCR.
• HRNet, HRNet+OCR and U-Net++ prefer to learn two-dimensional features like
colors, angles, and edges.
• The Choice of Optimizers has a great influence on HRNet and HRNet+OCR when
learning hyperspectral data.
• HRNet+OCR and HRNet may be more suitable for normal RGB images.
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